
Owner and helmsman Si Lindsay Owen-Jones is delighted with the newest creation, which took the team two 

years in planning developing and building. The yacht, according to Owen-Jones, is very fast, beautiful, com-

fortable, technologically advanced and easy to sail. Magic Carpet 3 has been developed by Reichel Pugh naval 

architects, with Wally creating the concept, and the exterior and interior design in the company’s signature, 

elegant yet functional, style. Magic Carpet 3 fully exploits the Wallycento box-rule to produce a fast seaworthy 

sound cruiser-racer with the latest performance technology. This yacht combines the greatest comforts and 

elegant style with a truly fast performance and acceleration. The shipyard Wally Europe used high/intermedi-

ate modulus carbon and female mould CNC machined to limit the fairing. The yacht is the lightest cruising 

yacht of this size built to this day, weighing 50 tons.

Large open air living spaces, easy-sailing systems and cavernous interior volumes make Magic Carpet 3 a yacht 

for all occasions, both a racing thorough-bred and luxurious background for socialising. The social cockpit 

seats up to ten guests at a formal dinner. The yacht has two guest cabins and the owner’s stateroom all with 

private en-suites. The interior decoration features elegant teak and maple joinery and lacquered white ceiling 

and side, alongside sleek carbon details. The colour scheme continues the elegance of the two former Magic 

Carpets, combining heritage rich navy with crisp white.

Y A C H T

Launched in April 2013, the new wallycento Magic 

Carpet 3 has already become a legendary design 

in its own right. Since it’s inception, the yacht has 

won most of the regattas she participated in
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